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Sent: Wed, Aug 24, 2022 05:00 AM
Subject: Night Blooming Cereus

Steven Horne's Newsletter
Natural News and Herbal Views

In the spirit of the article I wrote last week about arjuna, I'd like to share another
herb that can be used for the heart besides the well-known Western herb,
hawthorn. This potential heart remedy is night blooming cereus, a species of
cactus that blooms at night.
This species of cactus is used for all types of cardiopulmonary disorders,
including angina, tachycardia, palpitations, and valvular disease. It has an
effect like digitalis, but milder, which puts it in a similar category of heart
remedies as lily of the valley. It stimulates the action of the heart and has been
used to aid recovery from heart attacks and combines well with hawthorn and
motherwort for this purpose.
It is considered a specific remedy for heart valve problems. It doesnâ€™t close
valves that arenâ€™t closing properly, or repair damaged valves, but it does
help to support the heart muscle so that the heart functions better in spite of the
valve disorders. Like arjuna, it can also be used to help repair heart damage in
smokers.
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Specific Indications and Dosing
Matthew Wood gives the following
specific indications for night
blooming cereus in his book The
Earthwise Herbal. These include
pressure in the chest, difficulty
breathing, and sighing from
oxygen deficiency as the person
tries to gasp for air. The pulse is
rapid but feeble. The person has a
tendency to anxiety and may be thin and nervous. Problems also tend to be
worse at night.
Using this cactus combined with mimosa may be useful for people suffering
from emotional heartbreak. It may also be helpful as a remedy for depression
with a sense of panic and foreboding. The person has an apprehension of
danger.
Night blooming cereus is a professional strength botanical. I have never used it
as a single remedy. Iâ€™ve always added it to one of my custom cardiac
formulas. I havenâ€™t used it much because most people donâ€™t muscle
test for it. However, even when they do, I use it as only a small part of the
formula as itâ€™s needed in small amounts, typically just 1-3 drops, diluted in
water and taken once or twice daily. You can also find it in certain heart health
formulas and formulas to reduce anxiety.

Certification Programs Update
As many of you are already aware, we have closed registrations for the Family
Herbalist and Certified Herbalist Certification programs for new students.
Current students can still log in and will need finish their courses over the next
year.
For anyone interested in certification programs in the future, Steven is
partnering with the Know Your Wellness family of educators and is currently
working on an Advanced Herbal Mentorship which will be released very soon.
Steven will be working with Dr. Matthew Hollist and Ellen to create additional
natural health certification programs in the future. Weâ€™ll keep you informed
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as these programs are developed.

If you enjoyed this article please share it so we can continue to put out more content like
this.
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